Logistics Development

4,730,000

Projects under construction*

4,400

1,542

651²

594

n/a

771

310¹

n/a

640

640

450

292

130

56

n/a

Investment value € mln

2,665

The 16 developers in our ranking have a total of 14.6 million m² under construction across Europe. Panattoni takes the
lion’s share at 4.7 million m², with an investment value of €4.4 bn, followed by Garbe at 1.7 million m² (€2.7 mln), and VGP
at 1.5 million m² (€1.5 bn). Based on specific investment value (€ per m²), however, Verdion leads the pack, followed by
Garbe and LCP. (Note: not all companies provided an investment value)

Panattoni

1,707,599

Garbe Industrial Real Estate

1,478,000

VGP

949,000

CTP

863,800

WDP

780,000

7R

736,109

GLP Europe

716,254

Segro

683,508

Prologis

570,000

P3 Logistic Parks

385,378

Verdion

347,714

Logistics Capital Partners (LCP)

342,700

AXA IM Alts

112,000

Delin Property

101,255

Sirin Development

88,500

INDUSTRIAL AND LOGISTICS SPACE UNDER CONSTRUCTION IN M²

ECE Work & Live

161

53

50

54

30

17

20

n/a

31

12

8

5

6

3

5

2

Number of projects

*PROJECTS UNDER CONSTRUCTION ARE THOSE FOR WHICH ALL REQUISITE PERMITS HAVE BEEN OBTAINED AND ON WHICH CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY HAS STARTED. INCLUDES GREENFIELD
AND BROWNFIELD DEVELOPMENTS. THE MINIMUM TOTAL GLA FOR PROJECTS UNDER CONSTRUCTION IS 5,000 M².
¹ ESTIMATED COSTS TO COMPLETION
² THE MARKET VALUE OF IPUD AS OF YE2021

about getting certain building materials like
insulation components, steel products or
other materials on time – even if they have
signed a contract – delays might develop.’
Hempel notes that ‘while everyone understands the situation, it may get challenging
to align interests with your sub-contractors
and tenants’.
Warehouse tenants – and Garbe has around
400 of them in various sectors – are being
affected by the war in Ukraine and its side
effects in different ways, says Hempel. Some
are requiring additional temporary space, for
example to park half finished products while
waiting for components whose supply has
been disrupted to come in.
Others have seen operations hampered or
even grind to a complete halt. Car manufacturer BMW, for example, was forced to idle a
production plant in Bavaria because it could
no longer get wire harnesses, a crucial com-

ponent, from its supplier in Ukraine.
Inflation is also a worry. ‘For the time being, the rise in prices of construction materials will only get worse,’ predicts Hempel.
‘Longer transportation times for raw materials like steel which would normally come
from Russia and associated countries but
which don’t anymore are also driving prices up. Steel and timber, which comes from
places in Siberia and elsewhere in Russia,
are the main materials being hit.’
Listed Czech-based group CTP, which is
active in four markets bordering Ukraine –
Poland, Slovakia, Hungary and Romania –
but does not have any assets or development
sites in the country itself or Russia, says its
development business is experiencing ‘only
very limited and temporary disruption to labour availability and raw material supplies’.
‘So far, where there have been supply-side
disturbances, our in-house construction

and procurement teams have successfully
sourced stock from alternative markets,’
says company founder and CEO Remon
Vos. ‘We continue to closely monitor the situation, and assuming that the war does not
extend beyond Ukraine’s borders, we remain
confident our development pipeline will remain on schedule and that we will be able to
meet the occupational requirements of our
clients.’
Vos attests the crisis is ‘most certainly exacerbating the inflationary pressures being felt
within the construction industry following
the pandemic’. To date, he says, the group
has been able to minimise the impact on its
development activities through its in-house
construction and procurement capabilities,
as well as its long-standing supplier relationships. CTP currently has 54 projects totalling around 950,000 m² under construction
across Europe.
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